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1 Introduction
Spiral structurae are natural candidates for the role of the ‘generic struc-
tures’ of turbulent Row, because they are the eventual outcome of $Kelvinarrow$
Helmholtz instability, an all-pervaeive phenomenon associated with nearly
all shear $fl0\backslash vs$ at very $hi$ gh Reynolds number. Such structures lvere $pr\triangleright$
posed by Lundgren (1982) in a $m$odel of the $fir\iota e$ structure of turbulence
in $\backslash vhich$ axial stretching of $rolledarrow up$ spiral $vortic\infty$ played an $\infty sential$
role. This model could be viewed ae anatural development of Townsend’s
(1951) model of the dissipative structures of turbulence in terms of a $ranarrow$
$dom$ distribution of vortex sheets $and/or$ tubes, each such structure being
subjected to the local rate of strain ( $as5umed$ uniform and conscanc) as-
sociated with all other vortex structures (see Batcheior 1982, \S 7.4). It is
known tbat compress$ive$ strain (with two posif, $ive$ principle rates of strain)
is more likely in isotropic turbulence than extensive strain, so that sbeecs
form with higher probability than tuboe. However these are immediately
subject Co the $Kelvinarrow Helmholtzins$tabiIity which may be $im$.oeded, $buc$ not
entirely $\sup pr\propto ed$ , by the stretching procaes.
Arandom superposition of vorte.$x$ sheets hae the $proper\mathfrak{r}y$ that the $r\triangleright$
sulting velocity $\hslash eld$ has a $\hslash nitenumbe_{\wedge}$’of $disconti\iota luities$ per unit lengch
on any straight line transversal. This lea&to an energy spectrum function
$E(k)$ proportional to $k^{-2}$ (with an $e$.xponentia! cut-off at $wav\triangleright numbers$
of the order of the reciprocal of the typical vortex sheet thicknoes). The
Kolmogorov cascade $th\infty ry$, by contrast, $giv\infty E(k)$ proportional to $k^{-5/3}$
(with an exponential cut-off at the inner Kolmogorov scale). It is natura!
then to enquire ae to what $structur\infty$ in $x$-space can give rise to such a
$powerarrow law$ . This $qu\infty iion$ wae raised by Moffatt (1984) wbere it was $ar-$
gued that the accumulation points of $discontinuiti\infty\infty ociated$ with spiral
$siructur\infty$ could give rise to fractional power laws $k^{-\lambda}$ with $1<\lambda<2$ . We
shall pursue this argument alittle further in the proeenc note.
The influence of spiral $siruccur\infty$ in $tw\triangleright dimensional$ turbulence has
been considered by Gilbert (1988) who considered the wind-up of a $lveak$
$\overline{/}h,s\beta^{\phi}f<\triangleright/\dot{J}g\not\simeq f\in\sim$, $\wedge$ A $7_{J}\backslash cc- e\swarrow\cdot\iota;\sigma--$ of $k\sim$ ’\sim
$\underline{C_{\theta}}\phi\prime e\wedge\ll$
$\iota_{Fr_{ee}r_{\wedge l}}$
, $u_{te/c\beta}a \wedge/F_{\Phi\cdot J}\forall\dot{\vee}’-.//\alpha\triangleleft\int\mu_{J:}n4_{-}d$
$-p_{------f\prime\gamma}/e/d \iota d--.- a_{t\bigwedge_{--}}i_{-}n\ell_{\phi\forall’}\wedge\parallel l’\prime cae\bigwedge_{b\},s^{l\prime}$
$(\xi\sqrt{}$. $\mathscr{J}_{l}^{\sigma_{-}.\gamma)}-\eta e_{-\cdots-}e_{-}\wedge\sim$
$- C_{-}\underline{1_{4}}/\iota_{l*,}\cdot,$ $pq??1_{\text{ }}a\nu(\sqrt{}- b-A_{--}\dot{n}ted.\lambda e_{V}’-u\dot{k}-f’\cdot---$
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vortex patch by a strong concentrated vortex in its vicinity, and showed
that fractional power laws $E(k)\sim k^{-\lambda}$ with $3<\lambda<4$ could be obtained
through this mechanism. This provides a convenient bridge (and reconcilia-
tion) between the vortex patch theory of Saffman (1971) and the enstrophy
cascade theory of Kraichnan (1967) and Batchelor (1969) which give $k^{-4}$
and $k^{-3}$ respectively. The methods that we adopt in the present paper are
similar to those employed by Gilbert.
2 The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
A vortex sheet, i.e. a tangential discontinuity (of magnitude $U$ ) in tangen-
tial velocity, is well known to be unstable, on linear analysis, to perturba-
tions of wavenumber $k$ , the growth rate being of order $kU$ . The fact that
the shortest wavelengths grow most rapidly means that the linear problem
is ill-posed, and, as shown by Moore (1979), the nonlinear development of
an initially sinusoidal perturbation develops a mild singularity at a finite
time $t_{c}$ of order $(kU)^{-1}$ , largely as a result of the singular character of
the dispersion relation. The mechanism of the instability, as described by
Batchelor (1967), is that the strength of the vortex sheet increases near
the inflexion points where the surface is tilted in the sense favoured by the
velocity difference; this tendency persists in the nonlinear regime, and at
time $t=t_{c}$ , the strength of the vortex sheet is cusp-shaped at the inflexion
point (see figure 1).
Numerical procedures based on the Euler equations cannot be continued
beyond this finite time singularity. If however the equations governing the
evolution of the sheet are modified slightly, in a manner that mimics the fact
that any vortex sheet in a real fluid would not be a perfect discontinuity,
but would have finite thicknaes, then the integration can be pursued beyond
$t=t_{c}$ . Such a ‘desingularisation’ procedure has been adopted by Krasny
(1986) who integrated the equations for vortex sheet evolution for various
small values of a desingularisation parameter $\delta$ . When $\delta=0$ , the evolution
based on the Euler equations is recovered. Figure 2 shows a reproduction
of Krasny’s solution for the vortex sheet, for $\delta=0.05$ , and for $t=8t_{c}/3$ . At
this stage, five complete turns have appeared in the rolled-up vortex sheet.
As $\delta$ increases, the number of turns (at fixed t) decreases; conversely, it
may be supposed that, as $\delta$ decreases towards $0$ , the number of turns at
fixed $t(>t_{c})$ increases without limit.
A straight line transversal passing through the centre of this spiral now
samples an accumulation point of discontinuities of the velocity field. It is
this property that can lead to a fractional power law in the energy spec-
trum. A random distribution of spiral vortices of this kind can therefore, in
principle, yield a Kolmogorov spectrum (or any other power law spectrum)








Figure 1. The mechanism of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. (a) The unper-
turbed state; (b) the instability mechanism associated with accumulation
of vorticity at the inflexion point; (c) vortex sheet strength, showing the
cusp at the inflexion point at the instant $t=t_{c}$ when the curvature becomes
discontinuous (Moore 1979); (d) development of the spiral singularity for
$t>t_{c}$ .
model in the following section.
3 A simple model
Consider a set of concentric circular vortex sheets of radius $x_{m}=\pi m^{-\alpha}$
($m=1,2,3$ etc.). Let $\delta x_{m}=x_{m}-x_{m+1}$ ( $\sim m^{-\alpha+1}$ for large $m$), and
suppose that the velocity in the annulus $\delta x_{m}$ is $u_{m}\sim m^{\beta}\sim x_{m}$ . The$-\circ 4$
energy in the annulus $\delta x_{m}$ is then $E_{m} \sim\int_{x_{n}^{x_{\sim_{+\iota}}}}u_{m}^{2}x_{m}dx_{m}\sim m^{2\beta-2\alpha-1}$ ,
and the condition that the total energy be finite then implies that $\beta<\alpha$ .
The situation is shown schematical}y in figure 3.
The spectrum of the velocity field may be calculated by the method
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Figure 2. (From Krasny 1986) Structure of the spiral vortex computed
by Krasny according to a desingularised prescription.
developed by Gilbert (1988). The Fourier coefficients of $u(x)$ are given by
$a_{n}$ $=$ $\frac{2}{\pi}\int_{0}^{\pi}u(x)\sin nxdx$ (3.1)
$=$ $\frac{4}{n\pi}\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}u_{m}\sin\frac{1}{2}n(x_{m+1}+x_{m})\sin\frac{1}{2}n(x_{m+1}-x_{m})$. (3.2)
The factor $\sin(\frac{1}{2}n\delta x_{m+1})$ is effectively zero if $m^{(\alpha+1)}\gg n$ ; hence, provided
$u_{m}$ does not increase too rapidly with $m^{1}$ the number of terms making
significant contributions to this sum is $M=O(n^{\frac{1}{\vee+1}})$ . The term $R_{\tau m}=$
$\sin\frac{1}{2}n(x_{m+1}+x_{m})$ is effectively a random number in the interval [-1, 1],
and the sum can be thought of as the result of a random walk in which the
step-length increases like $m^{\beta}$ (where $m$ labels the step). It is not difficult
1J.C. Vassilicos (privatc communication) has calculated that the condition for validity




Figure 3. (a) Simplified model involving concentric vortex sheets; (b) the
corresponding velocity profile on a transversal through the centre.
to deduce that
$|a_{n}^{2}|\sim n^{-\lambda}$ , where $\lambda=2-\frac{2\beta+1}{\alpha+1}$ .
If there is a random superposition of such structures, then a straight
line transversal will not pass through the centre of all of them, but rather
will pass at distance $y$ from the centre where all values of $y$ between $- 1$
and $+1$ are sampled with equal probability. Clearly, when $y$ is small but
non-zero, the infinite sum in the above equation is cut-off at a large but
finite value of $m$ . The resulting value of $a_{n}^{2}$ can then be averaged over all
values of $y$ , giving the modified result
{ $a_{n}^{2}(y)\rangle$ $\sim n^{-\mu}$ where $\mu=\lambda+\frac{\alpha}{1+\alpha}$ .
We may note here in parenthesis the special values $\beta=0,$ $\alpha=\frac{1}{2}$ for
which $\lambda=\frac{4}{3},$ $\mu=\frac{s}{3}$ These values were relevant in the work of Gilbert
(1988), who considered however not the wind-up of a vortex sheet, but
the wind-up of a discontinuity of vorticity (rather than of velocity) by
a concentrated point-vortex. Consequently, in the simplest configuration
considered, Gilbert found an enstrophy spectrum proportional to $k^{\sim\frac{5}{3}}$ , and
11
a corresponding energy spectrum proportional to $k^{-}\overline{3}$ .
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Figure 4. Plot of
$x_{m^{\frac{1}{2}}}^{-}$
against $m$ for the Krasny vortex showing a linear
range for $1\leq m\leq 8$ . This implies that the spiral can be represented
reasonably well by the curve $r(\theta-\theta_{0})^{2}=$ cst., and that the circulating
velocity behaves like $r^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ , except in the very central region.
It is interesting to re-examine the structure of the Krasny vortex in
relation to this analysis. Figure 4 shows a plot of
$x_{m^{\frac{1}{2}}}^{-}$
, against $m$ , where
$m$ labels the intersections of the spiral with the x-axis, as before. There
is a good straight-line relationship for $1\leq m\leq 8$ , consistent with fitting
to a spiral of the form $r(\theta-\theta_{0})^{2}=$ cst.. 2 The points for $m=9,10,11$ ,
depart from this straight-line behaviour, and this is presumably due to the
fact that the vortex does not achieve an asymptotic structure in the central
region (or perhaps the desingularisation procedure is at its worst in this
region).
With $\alpha=2$ , as suggested by this result, a Kolmogorov exponent $\mu=$
$\frac{5}{3}$ is obtained for the choice $\beta=1$ . For this choice, $u_{m}\sim x_{m}^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ , and
correspondingly the circulating velocity associated with the spiral is $u(r)\sim$
$r^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ . This slower fall-off than the velocity $(\sim r^{-1})$ associated with a point-
2R. Krasny (private communication) confirms this inference in further computations
with desingularisation parameter $6=0.03$ and a spiral with 21 tums.
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vortex is of course related to the more diffuse distribution of vorticity in
the spiral region. The value $\beta=1$ means that the jump in velocity is the
same across each discontinuity, i.e. that the strength of the vortex sheet is
effectively constant except perhaps in the very central region. The evidence
available from Krasny’s computations is not conclusive on this point, but
is certainly not inconsistent with this conclusion.
4 Discussion
Visual observations of turbulent flow, and equally, direct numerical simu-
lations (see for example Kerr 1985), provide ample evidence for the exis$\cdot$
tence of vortex tube structures, frequently exhibiting aspiral $cro\approx sectional$
structure. The suggestion of this paper, which is adevelopment of the ar-
gument advanced in Moffatt $(1984, 1990)$ , is that arandom distribution
of vortices of this kind is all that is needed $\cdot$ to provide an inertial range
spectrum proportional to
$k^{-\frac{3}{s}}$ . There is certainly no need to consider a
hierarchy of structures on different length-scales, with acascade of energy
from one scale to the next. Asingle generic structure, which evolves in time
due to its internal dynamics, and possibly (as in Lundgren’s 1982 model)
through additional straining associated with other $structur\infty$ , is sufficient
to provide an inertial range spectrum of Kolmogorov type, although for
very different reaeons from those first advanced by Kolmogorov. This does
not of course mean that other physical processes (e.g. vortex break-down)
may not be important also in turbulent $fl0\backslash v$ . But it does mean that the
search for characteristic vortical structures is well worthwhile, not only to
provide abetter understanding $\cdot of$ the dynamics of the energy-containing
eddies, but $a1\infty$ in understanding the process of transfer of energy to the
small scalae where viscous dissipation is operative.
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